
Outpace Competitors
with Smart Mobility 

Real estate investment moves at a fast pace. Those who recognize the best opportunities first often see the

most return and gain more clients as a result. Manual processes, disparate data sources, and costly data

access, however, make identifying new investment opportunities and building business cases time-consuming.

This results in slow decision-making where real estate professionals are leaving money on the table or losing

out to competition. 

Electric and connected vehicle data gives real estate professionals a way to make quick, informed decisions

so they don’t miss out on the best opportunities. 
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How can Smart Mobility Insights transform your business? Get in touch

Enhance Data-Driven Decision Making: Smart mobility products and tools can assist 

you in more accurately evaluating consumer behavior around land and POIs to better 

understanding growth opportunities. Not only allowing you to analyze traffic patterns 

and accessibility around a site, connected vehicle data can also help you uncover where 

vehicles are going before and after visiting a location. This information can illustrate how a 

potential site might be best used, or when an existing investment might be worth revisiting. 

Standing Out with Smart Mobility Insights

Pressure Test New Markets: Investing often relies on imperfect analysis, especially in real 

estate when it is challenging to model potential scenarios. When fast decisions can be the 

difference in a deal, real-time and historic traffic data can produce accurate predictive 

models of consumer travel patterns and have huge impact. 

Understand Competitor Performance: Sometimes the key to outperforming your 

competition is understanding how exactly how your competitors are performing. Smart 

mobility insights provide a cost-effective way to analyze multiple sites at one time and 

understand the traffic in and around competitor positions. Having insights into how certain 

sites are performing can assist you in determining where there may be opportunities for 

new developments and better understand what challenges your competition may be 

facing within their portfolios when competing on a bid.        

Smart mobility products, tools and solutions can transform how you do business and give you a 

competitive edge. The traditional ways of tracking vehicle count at an investment site using publicly 

available DOT reports are slow and inaccurate. Other means of collecting mobility data, using inputs like 

smartphone GPS information, often requires large investment and gives you far more data than you need.

Wejo’s smart mobility solutions pull data directly from connected vehicles, giving you just the insight you 

need, specific to the locations that matter to your business. Sourced through exclusive partnerships with 

global automotive manufacturers, Wejo data cannot be accessed elsewhere. Providing unprecedented 

accuracy, an easy-to-use interface and privacy by design, it lets you spend less time vetting data and 

more time running your business.

Changing How You Do Business
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